Engagement Ministry Centre Report
In July of this year I will have completed two years in the role of Executive Officer (EO) Engagement in the
Synod office and it is timely to look back on this time and to reflect on the challenges and successes and to
review our next steps within church communications.
As an EO my responsibilities are outlined in my Position Description and include the following:


Strategic and operational leadership to the Engagement Ministry Centre, for communications and
engagement across the Synod



Creatively envision and project manage new opportunities for engagement in the short and long-term



Lead and facilitate the development of operational goals consistent with the Synod Strategic Plan



Build partnerships and effective relationships



Branding, marketing and public relations activities



Oversee the operational and administration functions of the Engagement Ministry Centre



Oversee all contracted work to outsourced service providers



Take membership of key committees as required and within the scope and responsibility of this
position



Full responsibility in relation to budget and finance matters, recruitment and staff management



Provide leadership in the development of all engagement policies and procedures including social
media, media enquiries and related policies



Identify promotional and engagement opportunities and develop strategic initiatives to meet these.

All of the above responsibilities have been progressed and fulfilled and by the very nature of the work we do
many initiatives are on-going and new challenges are emerging.
I have outlined in the following report a summary of the scope and direction of the Engagement Ministry
Centre since the previous Synod meeting and included some future initiatives that are being planned.

1. Engagement Activities
The Engagement Ministry Centre is a reactive area of the Synod in that we need to provide responses,
information, design services and a range of other materials often on short notice and in a timely manner.
We manage and process communications on behalf of a diverse range of clients including, congregations,
Synod office, National Assembly initiatives and associated Uniting Church agencies – these all feed into
Engagement.
Requests are constant and across a year we would receive an average of 20 requests per day for support
and some of these requests can be managed quickly and efficiently e.g. amending details on the Synod
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website page, others can involve a great deal of time and attention e.g. building a new website within the
Congregational Website Program.
Broadly the activities of the Engagement Ministry Centre can be categorised as follows:

The pie chart does not reflect the fact that there is a further overlay of complexity as we regularly receive
requests to work on a range of communications campaigns and marketing materials for Synod-related
projects and annual church key dates and events. During this past year, these have included:


Moderator Nominating Committee



Suicide Awareness – It’s No Secret



Shaping the Future Strategic Directions



Synod Expos



Synod Strategy and Planning Working Group (Property)



National Safe Church Communications



Annual Calendar



Moderator’s Christmas Message and theme



Moderator’s Easter Message and theme



Easter/Christmas postcard promotions including specific marketing collateral for congregations



UC Invest marketing materials



Synergy marketing materials.
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1.1

Budget

The Engagement Ministry Centre’s budget includes a component related to generating income for
communications services provided by the Synod to congregations and agencies of the church.
The 2021 income budget was set at $53,280 and income received at the end of the calendar year 2021 was
$61,327.

1.2

Pricing

The pricing structure of all activities provided by the Engagement Ministry Centre have been reviewed.
Prices were marginally increased in 2020 and have not been increased since that time.
Our rates are generally half the rates offered within the market-place for similar services e.g. our logo design
service is $600 which includes consultation with the client; provision of 2 original logo designs; refining of the
design process; provision of a Style Guide at the completion of the work; and providing clients with a range
of designs in various graphic formats to be used as needed. A similar type of service from a marketing firm
would be in the vicinity of $1,200 - $1,400 and would include only one logo design.

1.3

Staffing

In the past 2 years we have experienced on-going challenges in securing and retaining skilled staff, able to
meet the specific needs required from a communications perspective. We regularly use a variety of digital
and social media platforms and communications and design software.
At the time of writing this report we have just lost our Engagement & Communications Officer, Mark Guy,
who had decided to return to the United Kingdom after 3 years of being away. We are currently advertising to
recruit his replacement.
The current staff complement includes:


Alex Gatley (3 days per week – Graphic & Digital Designer)



Henry Nguyen (20 hours per week – Graphic & Digital Designer [student visa implications])



Kate Sutherland (2 days per week – Event Coordinator for the Synod meeting).

2. Current Initiatives
2.1

Congregational Website Program

The Congregational Website Program provides websites to a range of clients including congregations,
Synod-specific areas of operation e.g. Safe Church and agencies associated with the church. Websites are
built in WordPress and three types are offered:


One-page website



Pre-set (using a standard template, with multiple pages)
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Custom (according to client needs).

Websites are competitively priced as follows:
Website type

Set-up fee

Annual fee

One-page

$70

$150

Pre-set layout

$300

$300

Custom build

$800

$400

The annual fee covers the following:


Updates of premium software licence renewals (plugins and other add-ons) to guarantee the
system's security and compatibility



Regular website backups



Daily monitoring of the website system for any security updates



Same-day updates of any security issues



Full regular website system updates (WordPress content management system, theme, plugins) - this
is a few hours process that includes making a copy of the website on a testing server, update of all
components, testing with fixes of any possible compatibility issues, and recovery of the fully updated
website to the live server)



Hosting of the website on our UCASA platform.

We currently have 61 websites in the program which are live and active. We also have new website
enquiries and/or are also building websites for the following:


Mission Resourcing



Stillpoint



Henley Fulham Uniting Church



Clayton Uniting Church



Congress



Pilgrim Uniting Church.

Once a website is completed, we also provide training and a manual so that clients can effectively update
their sites as needed. Each website is also supported with 6 free updates per year, and once these updates
have been expended, the standard Engagement hourly rate is applied at $70 per hour (charged in 15 minute
increments).
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2.2

New Times

The New Times magazine is currently published 5 times per year on a bi-monthly basis:


Feb/March



April/May



June/July



August/September



October/November.

The design of the publication has been refreshed over time, with
an updated masthead and more spacious layout in its interior.
The advertising contained within each issue has not varied in
almost 2 years. One regular client has dropped out, but this has
been replaced with some new ad-hoc advertisers from time-totime. The income generated by paid advertising helps to offset
the on-going print costs.
Currently we print 7,250 per print run and these are distributed
within South Australia, interstate and overseas. Each issue is
also available as an electronic flip-book on the Synod website at
this link: https://sa.uca.org.au/new-times/new-times-print-edition/
Last October I reviewed the costs associated with postage and freight in an effort to create some efficiencies
and savings. When I commenced at Synod there were 3 different distribution processes in place and this has
now been streamlined into one process, where issues are prepared and dispatched direct from the printer.
Long-term the single distribution point will help to save time and money and is a much more efficient
procedure from our perspective than the 3 separate distribution processes.
We also conducted a review of the mailing list and determined that more than 90 congregations did not
subscribe to New Times. We separated the list into presbyteries and informed each Presbytery Chair of the
details and that we intended to contact each congregation. We have since sent a letter of invitation to these
congregations co-signed by myself and the Moderator, to invite them to subscribe. This letter also included
some back issues of the magazine.

2.3

UC-enews

The weekly UC-news is sent out every Tuesday at 4.30 pm to over 1,700 subscribers. The enews template
was refreshed and updated at the end of 2021, to provide a more contemporary and modern look.
Items are constantly coming into the Engagement Inbox, including information about key initiatives, events,
activities, ordinations, national initiatives etc. The preparation of just one e:news is extremely labour
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intensive and requires the use of a variety of online platforms in order to ensure that the details, links,
images, content etc. are properly and effectively communicated.

2.4

Synod Website

The main Synod website located at https://sa.uca.org.au/ is built in a program called MODX. The site houses
over 14,000 items at any given time, and historically appears to have been used more as a long-term filing
system than a responsive
website.
There is also only one person
in South Australia that we are
aware of that can provide
technical support for the site,
and we currently have
purchased a 10 hour package
of support, which we use from
time-to-time when Engagement
staff are unable to rectify a
problem or technical issue.
Over the past year we have contacted all Synod areas and have worked with them to update their respective
pages, in order to remove outdated files, videos, documents and images that are no longer relevant. We also
actively discourage the on-going option to file items on the site, which can be stored in either the T: drive or
another storage system.
There are many documents still on the site that should be facing inwards (i.e. for internal access) although
they currently face outwards (externally accessible by anyone visiting the site). For example, human
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resources policies, procedures etc. and this requires some long-term investigation as to how best to manage
this moving forward.
The banner on the home page of the website is regularly changed and updated to highlight key initiatives for
example, currently the banner features COVID-19; New Times April/May 2022 issue; and ‘Synod 22’ – with
direct links into the relevant information pages.
The analytics of the site for the period 6th May 2021 – 6th May 2022 are as follows:

Unique Page

Avg Time on

Bounce

Page

Views

Page

Rate

/

44019

267.56

65.63%

/placements/placements-vacant-and-finalised

5512

110.55

77.77%

/about-us/synod-meetings/

558

95.21

54.11%

/uniting-church-media-releases/covid-19-update

8695

140.12

76.05%

/uc-positions-vacant/current-positions/

3486

46.28

34.84%

/find-a-church/by-list/

2941

30.66

32.82%

/contact-us

2615

119.89

62.50%

/safechurch/screening/

2191

176.97

66.10%

/uc-positions-vacant/

2221

16.70

6.23%

/events/upcoming-events-list/

1591

53.42

40.80%

Unique Page

Avg Time on

Bounce

Views

Page

Rate

/safechurch/

1283

30.30

15.89%

/online-directory-services

1432

120.90

54.24%

Page
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/unitingcare-sa/

1230

118.68

66.87%

/about-us/strategic-plan/

880

125.66

63.16%

/human-resources/

1262

15.61

11.39%

/intergen/find-a-playgroup/

717

162.60

78.35%

/new-times/

1260

38.48

26.04%

/about-us/who-we-are/

1259

48.76

42.47%

/new-times/new-times-print-edition/

958

147.20

60.92%

/uc-e-news/

274

73.24

75.96%

/new-times/anzac-day-prayers-and-scripture

328

351.52

90.85%

/stipends/

987

76.78

38.94%

/unitingcare-sa/support-unitingcare/

594

58.33

66.59%

/finance/

859

32.37

20.21%

/safechurch/policies-and-documents

743

78.17

32.51%

203446

124.47

66.83%
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After the Home page, the top three (3) performing pages by number of page views between 6/5/2021 –
6/5/2022 were:


COVID-19 Updates (8,695 views)



Placements – Vacant and Finalised (5,512 views)



Positions Vacant/Current Positions (3,486 views).

Please note: ‘bounce rate’ means the percentage of visitors to a particular website who navigate away from
the site after viewing only one page. A bounce rate of 26% to 40% is considered good.

2.5

Social Media

Engagement manages the following social media platforms:


Facebook



Instagram



YouTube



LinkedIn



LinkedIn for UC Invest.

In 2020 we purchased Hootsuite which is a scheduling platform that allows us to create and forward
schedule information to go out at specific times and on specific days which has saved us considerable time
and effort.
Early in 2022 we supported the Uniting College for Leadership & Theology by creating a range of social
media tiles to help create awareness of the courses, staff and activities of the college. The campaign has
apparently helped to increase enrolments for Semester 1 by 20%.
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2.6

Synod Expos

The Engagement Ministry Centre was heavily involved in supporting the Synod Expos held in Adelaide and
across various regional centres from August through to November 2021.
Engagement supported the expos with the following:


Prepared conference booklets that were individually tailored to each expo location



Majority of the photography was undertaken by Engagement staff



Compiled a highlights video after each event and promoted these via social media channels
(Facebook and Instagram)



Prepared a summary email at the closing of each expo showcasing the location and the content
covered. These emails were sent out to the UC-enews distribution list on a weekly basis



Regular social media updates promoted throughout the period September through to November
2021



Preparation of an evaluation survey instrument which was individually sent out to all participants



Compilation of the survey data into a summary report



Ensuring the Synod website was kept-up-to-date with information and resources as the expos
progressed.

Early in 2022, Engagement also obtained the full videos of the Rev Deacon Dave Male keynote presentation
and loaded this onto the Synod website, and promoted its availability in the UC-enews.
Although the expos appear to have been well-received by congregations, there were some challenges with
the organisation of each of the events. The Engagement team felt that there was a real need for better
communication between the organisers (Synod Expos Working Group) and all stakeholders. It would also
have been beneficial to have had one person dedicated to signing off on marketing and publicity materials,
by collating the thoughts of the other team members in the Working Group, prior to forwarding details
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through to the Engagement team for finalisation. This would have saved time and would also have minimised
duplication and confusion.
We also believe that it would have been important to have had the various workshops and events finalised
well ahead of time. This would have given us more time to promote the expos and the ability to create
additional supporting event marketing collateral. Many of the expos appeared to be organised very ‘last
minute’ which we feel had a measurable impact on attendance numbers and also the ability to ensure that all
workshop presenters were fully prepared along with any of their equipment needs.
As EO of the Engagement Ministry Centre, I attended 4 out of the 6 expos and presented an Engagement
Ministry workshop along with members of my team. We found the opportunity to engage directly with
congregations invaluable and it was particularly encouraging to provide them with information about the
range of communications services that we can provide; and to further talk through the specifics of things like
our Congregational Website Program and to receive feedback about New Times.
As a direct result of the expos, we have now produced an ‘Engage with us’ booklet, which details all of the
services that the Engagement Ministry Centre can provide in support of the church and its congregations.

2.7

Engage with Us

The ‘Engage with Us’ booklet was created by the Engagement team in early 2022. The booklet includes an
introduction to the team and the details of all of the services that the Engagement Ministry Centre can
provide to congregations and church-related agencies. The printed hard copy of the booklet was sent out to
all congregations along with an accompanying letter from me as a way of introduction. A copy of the booklet
is attached to the rear of this report.

2.8

Automation

We have reviewed all of our systems to look at creating efficiencies – and to move away from the way we
have always done things, to new ways of thinking. As such we have put in place three new automated forms:


Graphic design – our automated request form allows us to capture as much information as possible
so we can appropriately quote the work and the anticipated timing required for each job, which helps
to organise priorities and overall workflow between team members. We have also included a section
within the form that will make it easier for us to invoice clients once a job is completed:
https://ucasa.org.au/design-services/



New Times – the online submission form is designed to gather information and articles for each
issue. The form guides potential contributors to a range of key criteria that we require for publication
of potential articles e.g. word count, whether we have permission to reproduce photographs etc. It
also gives us key contact information for follow-up purposes: https://ucasa.org.au/new-times/



Positions Vacant – this form sets out all of the information we need in order to post a position
vacant. We currently offer this service for $70 per position, which includes a listing on the Synod
website; social media post; and advertising in the weekly UC-enews. The automated form allows us
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to capture all of the information we need to effectively promote a role, without going back and forth to
the client when details are missing: https://ucasa.org.au/positions-vacant.

2.9

Postcards, Posters and Calendar

We have found over time that congregations are using printed postcards less and less at key times within the
church calendar e.g. Easter and Christmas.
Despite this situation, we again provided a Christmas 2021 postcard, however we received only minimal
orders amounting to $1,650 in income. We also continued with an A3 poster, social media graphics and
various Powerpoint templates for use by congregations. All of these items were available to download from
the Synod website.
In contrast to the postcard situation, the annual Calendar
continues to be a very popular product. The 2022
Calendar features the art-work that had previously been
exhibited at the Synod office by the CMLA during 2021.
The exhibition formed part of the initial work undertaken
in developing the strategic priorities of the Synod
(‘Shaping the Future’). The theological themes that have
inspired the artists and their works are also explained in
the opening pages of the Calendar and referenced
throughout.
I negotiated a cheaper print run for this publication and
we also applied environment and carbon off-set
credentials to the print process.
Income received for 2022 Calendar orders was $10,211 (to date) which is much higher than in previous
years.

2.10 Campaign Monitor
Campaign Monitor is the software platform that we use to compile and send out a range of emails and
notices across the church. Engagement provides graphic design services to departments requiring a
masthead and email template within the software program.
The system also houses a range of databases and these databases draw down from the CRM system,
except for UC-enews which is a subscriber database.
Currently the following emails are sent out using this system:


UC-enews (weekly)



Disaster and Recovery Ministries
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Dollars & Sense



Congregational Website Program Updates



Financial Services



Letter from the General Secretary



Letter from the Moderator



Pastoral Notes



COVID-19 updates.

In the past year we have created new templates for:


Uniting College for Leadership & Theology



Social Justice enews



Positions Vacant



Mission Resourcing.

We have also supplied logins for new users and trained staff in how to use the program so that they are
empowered to produce their own emails and to send them out as needed.

2.11 Boards and Committees
One of the key duties within my position description is to ‘take membership of key committees as required
and within the scope and responsibility of this position.’ In this regard I can advise that as the EO of the
Engagement Ministry Centre, I have served (or currently serve) on the following internal committees:


Shaping the Future (Strategic Planning Working Group)



Synod Strategy and Planning Working Group (Property)



Synod Expos Working Group



Crisis Management Team.

I have also briefly served on the Synergy Management Committee, however membership of this group is
currently being reviewed with the appointment of a new Synergy manager.

3. Challenges
3.1

Staffing

For the amount of work that is required of the Engagement Ministry Centre, we are seriously underresourced.
Although we have two graphic designers, they are employed on a part-time basis, which is further
complicated by Henry Nguyen having some restrictions due to being on a student visa.
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We do not currently have access to a graphic designer on Mondays and Fridays between the hours of 9.00
am and 1.00 pm. We have also found that part-time employees, due to insufficient handover, are often trying
to locate work-related materials, in order to ensure that we meet client expectations.
At present I am the only EO that does not have personal assistant support. Although temporary support has
been provided from time-to-time, this has tended to be a stop-gap situation and not a long-term solution to
the ministry centre’s administration needs.
Due to the challenges of the past 2 years in regards to staffing, we have also been unable to create a strong
connected team, one that is able to move from the constant ‘forming’ stage of team development into a more
stable and unified team.

3.2

Congregational Communications

Perhaps due to the impact of COVID-19, we have found that there has been a drop off in information coming
through from congregations in relation to congregational life, whether that be event highlights, photos, stories
etc.
We received a complaint that the New Times does not always include ‘Out and About’ pages anymore,
which are usually well received. Congregations appreciate these pages so they can see what other
congregations are up to. However, it is difficult to maintain this feature when we do not receive regular
updates from across the church.
We are happy to include features from all three presbyteries, however, again, we tend to receive some
information from both Wimala and Presbytery of Southern SA, but rarely from Generate Presbytery.

3.3

Copyright

We have found that there is a distinct lack of understanding across the church in relation to copyright and the
implications of publishing materials (whether in print or online) without appropriate permissions being in
place or correct sourcing of background information.
Recently a Queensland congregation was in breach of copyright and fined $10,000. We regularly go back to
people to seek permission in writing before we can re-publish items. This is very time-consuming and so to
help with this situation we created two videos which are located under the ‘Communications’ tab on the
Synod website. Both videos are short and informational and relate to content guidelines and the use of
images sourced from the Internet. Also available on this page is a content release form:
https://sa.uca.org.au/engagement/content

3.4

Branding / Engagement Handbook

Although we continue to update the old logo with the current logo across the organisation, invariably this has
principally related to updating internal forms, policy documents and materials available on the website.
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We have noted that there are still inconsistencies in the use of the Uniting Church logo by congregations and
associated church agencies. In order to help to ensure that the church’s brand is used appropriately, I am in
the process of bringing together information to create an overall Engagement handbook that can be
distributed across the organisation and to all congregations. The handbook will include details relating to:


Style Guide (colours and use of logo)



Copyright



Media Enquiries – processes and procedures



Policies related to communications



Social media channels and protocols for use



Websites (including Synod and Congregational Website Program guidelines)



Fees and Charges schedule.

3.5

Synod Website Working Group

The Synod website requires serious attention as it has become a filing repository instead of a website. To
this end I will be setting up an internal working group to provide recommendations as to the establishment
and implementation of a new site. Until the current staffing challenges have been addressed, it is likely that
the review will not be initiated for some time.
Similarly, we have recently been informed that the Congregational Website Platform is now into its 5 th year of
operation and the risk is that it will not be fully supported without a re-build onto a new platform. I am
currently seeking further information and the costs associated with a re-build.

4. Conclusion
The broad purpose of the Engagement Ministry Centre is to:
‘Strategically develop and encourage effective engagement within the Uniting Church SA, and
between the church and the community; recognise the changing needs of the church; and promote
the life and work of the Uniting Church in SA.’
We do this, and we try to do it to the best of our ability, given the limits and challenges as indicated in this
report.
We are grateful to the Synod staff, congregations and the wider church for your on-going support as we all
continue to contribute to the life of the Uniting Church in South Australia.

Bridget Ransome
EO Engagement
May 2022
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“

We engage with each other and
the wider church in many ways.
Moderator
Bronte Wilson

”
3

Meet
The
Team
Bridget Ransome
Bridget has extensive experience across marketing, media, communications
and event management, highlighted by more than eleven years at SAS
Channel 7 Adelaide. She is a professional editor, freelance writer and a
member of the Public Relations Institute of Australia. In her role as Executive
Officer, Bridget manages the Engagement Ministry Centre which is
responsible for communications and campaigns delivered on behalf of the
Uniting Church in South Australia.

Mark Guy
Mark brings a wealth of experience in media, communications and marketing.
His career highlights include; hosting a digital marketing seminar for over 1,000
attendees and working on the PR strategy for the launch of a brand new cruise
ship! Mark is responsible for the Congregational Website Program and supports
congregations with their website and communications needs.

Henry Nguyen
Henry is a talented graphic designer that transforms ideas and concepts into
professional products and services that support the life of the church. He has a
keen interest in editorial design, branding and digital design, and is excited to
bring your ideas to life using his creative flair.

Alex Gatley
Alex is a skilled graphic designer with experience working with church
organisations and not-for-profits. He believes engaging and professional visual
communication is essential in sharing key messages, interests and stories of the
church, in a positive and impactful way.
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Welcome
Welcome to the Engagement Ministry Centre.
The Engagement Ministry Centre was established in 2019
after a review of the communications operations of the
Synod, and in July of that year I was appointed to the role of
Executive Officer Engagement.
The Engagement team manages a wide variety of
communications on behalf of the Synod of South Australia
and supports congregations and various agencies associated
with the Uniting Church. Engagement publishes both the
New Times and the weekly UC E-news and also provides
a range of communications services many of which are
outlined in this booklet.
We have compiled this information to better inform
congregations and church-related agencies as to the diversity
of communications materials that we can provide. We do
charge a fee for many of our services, however our rates are
regularly reviewed and are usually half of current market rates
for a similar type of product or service.
We encourage you to retain this booklet and to contact us
about your communications needs. We would be pleased to
support you in the important contribution you all make to the
life of the Uniting Church in South Australia.

Bridget Ransome
Executive Officer Engagement
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UC E-news

UC e-News is the weekly news of the Uniting Church
in South Australia and is published every Tuesday. It
contains up-to-date information about the life of the
church, including news, faith development, issues
and important updates for congregations. Regular
features include:
• Lead articles
• Assembly highlights
• Reflection
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• Prayer Points
• Positions Vacant
• Events.

‘As I looked through the
e-News this afternoon, I got the
impression of a vital, justicefocussed church, that wasn’t
forgetting where their heart
and common commitment lay.’

New Times is the voice of the Uniting Church in
South Australia and is published bi-monthly. It
represents the breadth, diversity and vision of
Uniting Church members in the state - and beyond.
New Times was previously known as Central Times
and was first published in 1971. It was renamed
New Times in 1982 and throughout its history has
received many awards for excellence in religious
journalism and design.
We encourage members of the Uniting Church
to submit articles and items of interest so that
the community of the church is represented in its
major publication.

Issue 41
No 3

2021

June // July 2021

To submit items for consideration please fill in the
automated form located at:
https://ucasa.org.au/new-times/
If your congregation would like print copies of
New Times (which are free), please email:
engagement@sa.uca.org.au.

Issue 42
No 4

2021

August / September

Engage
with us

New Times
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sa.uca.org.au

The main Synod website of the Uniting Church
in South Australia houses a range of information
and resources relevant to the breadth and depth
of the church.

The most accessed pages on the website include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

UC-enews
News and Notices
Events
Find a Church
Positions Vacant
Placements.

Gartrell Church website

At any given time the website houses over 14,000
items which are maintained by the Engagement
team.

Sunset Rock Church website

Websites

To submit event information to be featured on
the website please visit: https://sa.uca.org.au/
events/submit-an-event

The Congregational Website Program is
separate to the main Synod website in that it
offers three different types of website options
for congregations so they can have their own
website presence. Currently, Engagement has
built over 60 individual sites in WordPress, which
are fully maintained and securely managed.
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Loxton Church website

To submit a Positions Vacant advertisement
please visit:
https://ucasa.org.au/positions-vacant

Logo Design
With two talented graphic designers on staff, we are
able to provide a professional logo design service.
We ensure that each design meets the needs of the
client and we do this by conducting a preliminary
meeting to explore ideas; we then follow-up with
the provision of two original designs; on-going
collaboration with the client; and upon completion of
the project we provide a Style Guide document along
with graphics in a variety of formats and elements.
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Videos and
Photography

The Engagement team is able to produce professional videos
and is regularly required to undertake photography for Synod
events and major activities such as the annual Synod meeting.
Each year we produce themed videos for the Moderator to
convey key messages for the seasons of Easter and Christmas.
Engagement also uses YouTube and Vimeo to further promote
video productions.
We can also produce short-form animation for use on social
media platforms.
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Flyers/
brochures/
booklets

With a full suite of professional graphic design
software available to the Engagement team we
are able to produce high quality publications
whether simple or more complex.
We can work with you to develop publications
that meet your needs and will provide you with a
full set of files upon completion of the project.
You can provide your own images or we can
source a range of images from our graphic design
sources which include our in-house photo library
or Canva and Unsplash.

11

Merchandise/
Banners/
Signage
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Engagement can design and source
a range of merchandise and other
types of products required by
congregations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pull-up banners
Outdoor banners (corflute, vinyl)
Promotional bags
Pens
Decals
Name Badges.

We can also provide advice as to what
may suit your specific event or activity
– just ask!

Social Media
The Uniting Church in South Australia uses the following
social media platforms:
• Facebook
• Instagram
• YouTube

• Vimeo
• LinkedIn
• Twitter.

The Engagement team uses Hootsuite to help manage social
media messaging, and forward scheduling of messages.
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Communication
Campaigns
As the Uniting Church in South Australia seeks
to progress its significant projects and initiatives,
the Engagement team’s role is to convey this
important work to the wider church.
This requires the preparation of professional
communications campaigns that can incorporate
a range of publicity and promotional concepts and
platforms – whether a simple fact sheet is needed
through to animated video.
Some of these campaigns have included, for
example, the Shaping the Future strategic plan and
wheel concept through to the Property Review
project with graphically designed reports and a
full video concept.
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engage with us . .
Engagement Ministry Centre
Email: engagement@sa.uca.org.au
Phone: (08) 8236 4249
Website: sa.uca.org.au
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